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Corrigendum

1. Page 4, paragraph 7, line 3: Before "Belgium", insert "Australia".
2. Page 4, paragraph 7, line 4: Before "14th", insert "10th".
3. Page 4, paragraph 7, line 5: Before "6, 11, 26 June", insert "10 March".
4. Page 24, line 6: For "normal" read "nominal".
5. Page 32: After paragraph 85, insert a new paragraph reading as follows:
   "85 bis. See also paragraph 63 above."
6. Page 79, last line: For "Standing Committee" read "Council".
7. Page 81, fourth line from bottom: For "Procedure" read "Produce".
8. Page 87, footnote 13, lines 1 and 2: For "Nigeria" read "The Protectorate of Nigeria".
9. Page 94 (paragraph 219), sub-paragraph (f), line 1: After "assent", insert "to any bill".